The one minute
guide to
active v passive
monitoring
In all cleanrooms, measurement of the bioburden (viable bacteria, spores, and moulds)
is essential to ensure air quality. Some cleanroom monitoring is described as passive
monitoring, and some is described as active monitoring. So what’s the difference?
Passive Monitoring
In some locations, environmental monitoring consists of an agar plate which is left open on a surface
in the laboratory or cleanroom to capture any falling microbes and give a sense of the quality of the
air. This is passive monitoring, and in this case the plate is known as a settle plate.
Those bugs that stick to the agar on the plate during this process will form colonies, and provide an
indication of the air quality in the laboratory.
Active Monitoring
Environmental monitoring which is carried out using an air sampling or air monitoring device is
known as active monitoring. Air is drawn into the monitoring system and impacted onto the surface
of an agar plate in a controlled way. The subsequent number of colony forming units (CFU) can be
measured, and as the rate of air drawn into the system is also known, the number of CFUs per cubic
metre can be established.
How do they compare?
Not well for fans of passive monitoring. Active monitoring appears to be anything from 20 to 40 times
more efficient than passive monitoring.
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Why might this be?
Good question. All cleanrooms have a laminar flow air system that creates a downward flow of air.
Typically, the airflow is around 0.45m/s, which means that on a 9cm settle plate, around 175l of air is
delivered every minute.
We’ve been researching how this affects passive monitoring. We are still working on it. So far, one
theory could be that the effective d50 value for a settle plate in a cleanroom with a downflow as
described might be as high as 88u. In which case the settle plate is effectively 50% efficient at
collecting microbes of size 88u and above. In microbe world, 88u is huge, and so much of what we’d
like to collect is missed.
In addition, the volume of air flowing over the settle plate may be having a dessicating and possibly
fatal effect on the very organisms we are trying to capture and measure, leading to less accurate
results.
Which to use?
Passive monitoring using settle plates is an option in very low grade environments where an
indication of air quality is needed, but high accuracy or quantifiable measures are not needed. It is
low cost and easier to do than active monitoring, but is a less accurate measure of air quality.
Active monitoring requires specialist equipment but provides a consistent quantifiable and more
accurate measure of air quality. It is the preferred option for controlled environments and cleanrooms
up to Grade A.
To find out more about Pinpoint Scientific's best-in-class environmental monitoring products, contact
us at www.pinpointscientific.com.
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